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ABSTRACT. Single- and multiphase models have been used extensively in construction of chronologies. We model more gradual transition between phases with a trapezoid model since it better reflects the nature of the information that goes into the model prior. We find that a simple trapezoid model has a bias that does not reflect prior knowledge, and thus propose an addition of a noninformative element to the prior. We also present an alternative parameterization, which transforms the current abrupt transition model into a model that allows for gradual changes. The addition of a noninformative prior ensures model flexibility. We evaluate these Bayesian models using 2 case studies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the recent decades, the advances in computing power, calibration, and freely available analysis software such as OxCal (Bronk Ramsey 1995, 2001, 2009) and BCAL (Buck et al. 1999), Bayesian methods have become popular among archaeologists and other researchers wishing to build chronologies. Bayesian statistics provide a tool for combining results from absolute dating with independent relative information found in archaeological contexts. The outputs provide us with more precise and relevant archaeological information than absolute dates alone (e.g. temporal constraints to a group or groups of events).

Phase models are used widely to assign relationships to groups of events. This relationship can be usage, deposition, or production rate of materials in a culture. They have been defined with different mathematical functions (Bronk Ramsey 2009), but the most often used is the uniform prior model (Buck et al. 1992), which assumes a uniform distribution of materials within 2 boundaries. Examples of application of the uniform prior model can be seen in Blackwell and Buck (2003), Buck and Bard (2007), and Blockley et al. (2004). Recent literature discusses the use of a flexible model in the shape of a trapezoid for the construction of more robust chronologies (Housley et al. 1997; Zeidler et al. 1998; Van Strydonck et al. 2004). Application of this model was further discussed by Blackwell and Buck (2003) and Buck and Bard (2007) and implemented in Karlsberg (2006). The trapezoid model is separated into 3 parts: first, a gradual increase (introductory period); then, a period of constant rate of activity (blooming period); and finally, a gradual decrease (period of decline).

This paper discusses the development and application of the trapezoid prior for modeling archaeological chronologies. In this section, we address a simple archaeological problem with the trapezoid model and propose an alternative parameterization. In Section 2, we discuss model limitations and suggest solutions. In Section 3, we evaluate the modifications, and in Section 4, we explain how the new approach works for a multiphase scenario from the literature.

1.1 Case Study

Consider a single-phase scenario: Brindley (2007: Chapter 4) reported 72 radiocarbon determinations from 49 graves in Ireland containing food vessel bowl pottery. Bayliss and O’Sullivan (forthcoming) use a uniform prior model to estimate the temporal constraints of the bowl pottery and the associated burial tradition after reassessing the reliability of each 14C date. Bayliss and O’Sullivan (forthcoming) also mention that the trapezoid prior model would be more appropriate for modeling the occurrence of archaeological types. This is because “each type originates at a given time in a
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given place, is made gradually in increasing numbers as time goes on, then decreases in popularity
until it becomes forgotten, never to reoccur in an identical form” (Brainerd 1951:304).

The temporal constraints that we are interested in are the start and end of the Irish bowl usage. These
dates are particularly problematic to estimate because it is extremely unlikely that the physical
remains of the very first or the very last artifacts are found in a the same region. Thus, one cannot
deduce from \(^{14}C\) dates alone which single date represents the earliest or latest in the period of inter-
est. It is widely known that calibration is one of the first steps in studying and analyzing \(^{14}C\) data.
Calibrated \(^{14}C\) ages tend to spread across centuries and overlap each other due to the nonmonotonic
nature of the calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2009). It is impossible to accurately determine the pre-
cise earliest or latest age, even if those samples are obtained. Using a Bayesian framework, infer-
ence can be drawn on the earliest or latest date with information from the \(^{14}C\) material deposited
between them. Using the interpretation of Brainerd (1951:304), we assume that the currency of arti-
fact types takes the shape of a trapezoid.

1.2 Data

Seventy-two \(^{14}C\) determinations were reported in a catalog produced by Brindley (2007: Chapter 4).
Five of these measurements are duplicates used to cross-check the reproducibility using both con-
ventional and accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) techniques. The conventional measurements
(GrN-14616, -11352, -12950, -9323, and -11901) are reported as being too old for reasons unknown,
and will be excluded in this analysis. Another 3 duplicate dates are used in a testing program for car-
bonate from unburnt bone. The carbonate results from these samples (GrA-13331, GrA-13332, and
GrA-13330) appear reliable, but carbonate in unburnt bone is likely to take up contamination
(Brindley 2007). Thus, these samples are also excluded from this analysis. A further 10 dates (GrN-
11363, UB-3987, UB-3988, UB-3989, GrN-12958, UB-3985, UB-3586, GrA-24152, GrA-24193,
GrN-11450, and GrA-24154) are removed from this analysis due to contamination or misassocia-
tion. For further details of each of the 72 samples, please refer to Brindley (2007: Chapter 4). Three
more measurements (GrN-15491, GrN-15492, and GrN-15493) were excluded from Brindley’s
analysis due to possible dietary offset, but are included in our analysis as these measurements do not
appear to be anomalous when compared with the remainder. A total of 54 dates are therefore
included in our analysis.

1.3 Model

Suppose we have \(m\) number of date determinations. Let \(x_i: i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}\) be the unknown calen-
dar ages for these events. The trapezoid model of Karlsberg (2006) has 4 parameters: \(\alpha, \beta, \gamma,\) and \(\delta.\)
Let \(t_\alpha, t_\beta, t_\gamma,\) and \(t_\delta\) denote the calendar date associated with the trapezoid parameters. The model is
defined mathematically as Karlsberg (2006):

\[
p_{\text{Trap}}(x_i|t_\alpha, t_\beta, t_\gamma, t_\delta) = \begin{cases}
0 & \text{for } x_i < t_\alpha \\
\frac{(x_i - t_\alpha)}{(t_\beta - t_\alpha)} & \text{for } t_\alpha < x_i < t_\beta \\
1 & \text{for } t_\beta < x_i < t_\gamma \\
\frac{t_\delta - x_i}{(t_\delta - t_\gamma)} & \text{for } t_\gamma < x_i < t_\delta \\
0 & \text{for } x_i > t_\delta
\end{cases}
\]
where $h$ is a constant, with values determined by the parameters

$$h = \frac{2}{t_\alpha + t_\delta - t_\beta - t_\gamma}$$

### 1.4 Model Outputs

Figure 1 summarizes the results from modeling the Irish bowl usage with a single-phase trapezoid model (as specified in Karlsberg 2006) at 95.4% confidence. The start and end of the Irish bowl usage are estimated to be in the ranges 2362–2168 BC and 1881–1720 BC ($t_\alpha$ and $t_\beta$, respectively). This tradition is estimated to have continued for between 337 and 588 yr and is calculated by subtracting $t_\alpha$ from $t_\beta$ after each iteration.
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Figure 1  Probability density functions of the (a) trapezoid parameters and (b) timespan of the model at 95.4% confidence

How do the outputs differ from those of a uniform prior? Figure 2 summarizes the results from modeling with a single uniform phase at 95.4% confidence. In this case, the start and end of the Irish bowl usage are estimated to be in the ranges 2250–2151 BC and 1902–1820 BC, respectively. This tradition is estimated to have continued for between 267 and 412 yr. The uniform parameters give more precise estimates than those of the trapezoid parameters. This is because the uniform parameters are estimating the onset and end of significant pottery use, whereas $t_\alpha$ and $t_\delta$ represent the very first and last use. In addition, the trapezoid model has more degrees of freedom and so it is inherently less constrained.

Even though the boundary parameters of the uniform-phase model give more precise temporal constraints for the Irish bowl data set, the trapezoid phase model is still preferred. This is because we do not have information to show that there is an abrupt change \textit{a priori}. A trapezoid model better reflects the nature of the information that goes into the prior.
1.5 Alternative Parameterization

Since the assumptions of the parameters of the trapezoid and uniform models are different, we propose an alternative parameterization of the trapezoid model with 2 boundary parameters ($t_1$ and $t_2$) and 2 transition parameters ($d_1$ and $d_2$), illustrated in Figure 3. The boundaries with corresponding transitions make up Karlsberg’s trapezoid parameters. The mathematics of the model and the overall prior remains the same despite the change of parameters. The trapezoid model becomes a uniform model when the length of transitions tend towards zero for the boundaries. The model is defined in this way because boundaries are commonly used in existing prior models (Buck et al. 1999; Bronk Ramsey 2009), and the trapezoid boundaries are comparable with those of the uniform prior. Midpoint boundaries will prove more useful in multiphase scenarios and will be discussed later.

2. MODEL CONSTRAINTS

Let $n$ be the number of phases. In a multiphase model with contiguous uniform phases, we have $t_1, ..., t_{n+1}$ boundaries. In a model with contiguous trapezoid phases, we also have $t_1, ..., t_{n+1}$
boundaries, with corresponding $d_1, \ldots, d_{n+1}$ transitions. A schematic diagram of a contiguous multiphase trapezoid model is shown in Figure 4. The overall timespan ($S$) of the model

$$S = t_{n+1} - t_1 + \frac{d_{n+1} + d_1}{2}$$

is made up of the total time for the transitions ($D$; gray areas in Figure 4) and the total time of the phase tops ($T$; white areas in Figure 4), where

$$D = \sum_{i=1}^{n+1} d_i \quad \text{and} \quad T = t_{n+1} - t_1 + \frac{d_{n+1} + d_1}{2} - \left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i\right)$$

The constraints that exist in the current model are

$$t_L \leq t_1 - \frac{d_1}{2} < \ldots < t_{n+1} - \frac{d_{n+1}}{2} < t_{n+1} + \frac{d_{n+1}}{2} \leq t_U$$

where $t_L$ and $t_U$ are terminus post quem and terminus ante quem, respectively. The calendar years are in the AD timescale, in which years BC are expressed with negative numbers.

Karlsberg (2006) suggests that the trapezoid model can vary in shape from uniform to triangular. We believe that this could be made more explicit. In the absence of $^{14}$C data, the model parameters have a constant prior density (Nicholls and Jones 2001), i.e.

$$p_{cpc}(t, d) \propto 1$$

for all $t$ and $d$ satisfying Equation 1. The sum of phase tops gives distributions as illustrated in Figure 5. This weighting is caused by 3 factors:

1. The total timespan of the whole model has a bias proportional to $S$.
2. The total timespan for transitions, of which there are $n+1$, has a bias proportional to $D^n$.
3. The total timespan for phase tops, of which there are $n$, has a bias proportional to $T^{n-1}$.

Under Equation 2, the marginal density for $T$ is $T^{n-1} \times D^n \times S$. Therefore, to obtain a uniform prior on $T$, we propose using
under which \( T \sim \text{U}(0, S) \) and \( D \sim \text{U}(0, S) \), by definition. We will call this the UTP, which stands for uniform transitions/tops prior, since it conditions the total timespan for transitions (D) and phase tops (T) to be uniform. The model becomes more robust and better reflects prior knowledge as expressed in Karlsberg (2006). The overall prior for the trapezoid parameters becomes

\[
p(t, d) \propto p_{\text{UTP}}(t, d) \times p_{\text{UTP}}(t)
\]

This is a similar idea to the uniform span prior in Nicholls and Jones (2001), which deals with multiple uniform phases.

2.1 Model Limits

If the model has limits, i.e. \textit{termini post quem} and an \textit{ante quem}, the timespan (R) between the 2 points is

\[
R = t_U - t_L
\]

and the marginal density of the timespan of the trapezoid model has a bias towards \((R - S)\). Therefore, we propose a limits prior

\[
p(t, d | t_L, t_U) \propto (R - S)^{-1}
\]

![Figure 5](image-url) Probability distributions of the sum of phase tops (T) under Equation 2 for up to 4 contiguous phases. The timespan (S) of the model is constrained to be 1000.
if the model is surrounded by events or fixed points. The overall prior for the trapezoid parameter becomes

\[ p(t, d) \propto \mu p_H(t, d) \times p_{UPT}(t, d) \times p(t, d|t_L, t_U) \]

The trapezoid model can also be used in independent multiple-phase scenarios where the sequence of the parameters in each phase (indicated in square brackets) is specified if this can be identified from the archaeological evidence: for example, \( t_{\beta[n-1]} < t_{\alpha[n]} < t_{\delta[n-1]} \) (notations from Figure 3). The limits prior would apply to such constraints, with the adjacent events to the model as terminus post quem and terminus ante quem.

3. MODEL EVALUATION

By constraining the timespan \( S \) of the trapezoid to be 1000, the effect of the UTP becomes apparent. In the absence of scientific dating information, \( T \sim \mathcal{U}(0, S) \) is conditioned by Equation 4, as illustrated in Figure 6. This means that the model is sensitive to the addition of the UTP.

A Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is used to update the trapezoid parameters. Readers can refer to Gilks et al. (1996) for more information on constructing MCMC algorithms. A single-component Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used to implement the trapezoid throughout this paper. All the graphs are plotted in OxCal v 4 (Bronk Ramsey 2009), using the Prior function, after 2,000,000 iterations and using a 5-yr bin size.

To test the model implementation, we simulated 2 scenarios with 3 contiguous phases, as illustrated in Figure 4: first, a scenario with no events and second with 10 undated events in each of the phases.
The timespan ($S$) of the model is constrained to be 1000, with $t_1 - d_1/2 = 0$ and $t_4 + d_4/2 = 1000$. The outputs are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The boundaries and transitions have the same distributions with and without undated events. This shows that the underlying assumptions of the trapezoid model (Figure 7) do not change with the addition of undated events (Figure 8), as would be expected from correct implementation of the MCMC algorithm.

Figure 7 Marginal distributions of the (a) trapezoid boundaries and (b) transitions under Equation 4 for 3 contiguous phases with no events. The timespan ($S$) of the model is constrained to be 1000.

Figure 8 Marginal distributions of the (a) trapezoid boundaries and (b) transitions under Equation 4 for 3 contiguous phases with 10 events. The timespan ($S$) of the model is constrained to be 1000.
In the absence of scientific dating information, the transition parameters \( d \) might take any values between \((0, D)\) with equal probability

\[
p(d) = \begin{cases} \frac{n}{D^n}(D - d)^{n-1} & \text{for } 0 \leq d < D \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

and for \( D \sim U(0, S) \), conditioned by Equation 4, the marginal density of any transition parameters is represented by the choice

\[
p(d) = \frac{1}{S} \int_{d}^{S} \frac{n}{D^n}(D - d)^{n-1} dD
\]

This is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, as \( d \to 0; \ p(d) \to \infty \). This means that short transition time is favored over long transition time. We also know that \( d \) can never be zero and so the marginal distribution stays finite. The trapezoid model without this bias essentially rules out an overall abrupt transition model (the assumed scenario in a uniform-phase model).

Let us revisit the archaeological problem in Section 1 using the modified trapezoid prior. Figure 9 summarizes the results at 95.4% confidence. The start and end of the Irish bowl tradition are estimated to be in the ranges 2334–2159 and 1887–1745 BC \( (t_\alpha \text{ and } t_\delta) \), respectively. This tradition is estimated to have continued for between 305 and 545 yr.

The new parameters (Figure 10) suggest that the middle of the start and end of the Irish bowl tradition happened in the ranges 2237–2111 and 1949–1834 BC \( (t_1 \text{ and } t_2) \), respectively. The difference between the boundaries are also calculated to be between 197 and 380 yr. It is more comparable to the timespan of the Irish bowl tradition modeled using the uniform prior model. The transi-
tion for each of the boundaries ($d_1$ and $d_2$) are estimated to be in the ranges 0–326 and 0–289 yr, respectively.
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Figure 10 Probability density functions of the (a) new trapezoid parameters; (b) the difference between the boundary parameters $t_1$ and $t_2$; and (c) timespan of the model, under Equation 4 at 95.4% confidence.

Results from Figures 1 and 9 show that the UTP has a significant effect on the Irish bowl data set. It has reduced the timespan ($S$) of the model by 32–43 yr. The boundary estimates (Figure 10a) from the trapezoid model show a significant overlap (80%) to those of a uniform model (Figure 2a). The 95.4% intervals are shifted slightly in some cases because different underlying usage rates are assumed in both models. The estimates are more easily comparable with similar associated uncertainty.

4. A MULTIPHASE MODEL

Needham et al. (1997) obtained $^{14}$C measurements from organic material in immediate contact with various types of bronze objects in an attempt to derive an independent chronology of British Bronze Age metalwork. Details of the archaeology and the treatment of the material are described in Needham et al. (1997). Thirty-eight dates were put into 5 phases: Acton and Taunton; Penard; Wilburton; Blackmoor; and Ewart Park. Two separate Bayesian models were constructed using the uniform prior: Model A, which assumes independent overlapping phases; and Model B, which assumes contiguous phases. Needham et al. (1997) concluded that the order of phases follows: Acton and Taunton; Penard; Wilburton; Blackmoor; and Ewart Park, which supports the relative Bronze Age chronology of the period.

In this section, we repeat the analysis using the trapezoid phase model to demonstrate its use in contiguous phases, and how the new parameters allow us to shed light on the duration of transition between adjacent phases.
Model A: Overlapping Trapezoid Phases

Model A includes 5 independent overlapping trapezoid phases: Acton and Taunton; Penard; Wilburton; Blackmoor; and Ewart Park. This model assumes no ordering relationship between the 5 phases. Results of this model are summarized in Figure 11. The start and end dates of each phase are represented by the marginal distributions of $t_a$ and $t_b$, respectively.

Figure 11  Probability density function of the trapezoid parameters for the Bronze Age phases, under Equation 4, at 95.4% confidence.
The degree of overlap between the rise and decline of phases are also investigated by calculating differences between the last 2 parameters of an earlier phase \( (t_\gamma \text{ and } t_\delta) \) and the first 2 parameters of a later phase \( (t_\alpha \text{ and } t_\beta) \). For example, in order to draw inference on the degree of overlap between the decline of Acton and Taunton and the rise of Penard, the marginal distributions representing the start and end of the rise of Penard \( (t_\alpha \text{ and } t_\beta) \) are subtracted from the start and end of the decline of Acton and Taunton \( (t_\gamma \text{ and } t_\delta) \), respectively. The differences between the parameters in Wilburton and Ewart park are also calculated due to the imprecision of the Blackmoor phase. The results are summarized in Figure 12. Table 1 summarizes the percentage of overlap between distributions.

Results from this model suggest that the order of the Bronze Age subdivisions follows: Acton and Taunton; Penard; Wilburton; and Ewart Park, with a possible gap between the Wilburton and Ewart Park phases. The Blackmoor phase has very imprecise estimates due to the presence of only 3 \(^{14}\)C dates in the phase. However, there is an overlap between Blackmoor and its adjacent phases. This leads us to believe that materials from the Blackmoor phase are chronologically intermediate between Wilburton and Ewart Park. This conclusion supports the relative chronology of O’Connor (1980) and also the analysis of Needham et al. (1997).
Model B: Contiguous Trapezoid Phases

Model B includes 5 contiguous trapezoid phases: Acton and Taunton; Penard; Wilburton; Intermediate (characterized by Blackmoor); and Ewart Park (Figure 13a). This model assumes that the decline of an earlier phase overlaps entirely with the rise of a later, adjacent phase (as shown in Figure 4). Results of this model are summarized in Figure 13b.

Figure 13 Model B: (a) the prior assumptions with the abbreviated phases in the square brackets; and (b) probability density functions of the trapezoid parameters for the Bronze Age phases, under Equation 4, at 95.4% confidence.
Both models (A and B) support the relative chronology of O’Connor (1980) that the subdivisions of British Bronze Age metalwork follow the order of Acton and Taunton; Penard; Wilburton; Intermediate (characterized by Blackmoor); and Ewart Park. The extra assumptions in Model B give a tighter overall chronology than the chronology given by Model A. The precision of the Intermediate phase has improved significantly.

The new parameters give estimates of the middle of the transitions between phases and the duration of each transition (Figure 14). The trapezoid model boundaries give similar estimates to those of the uniform model (Figure 15). This is an important finding as it confirms that the more robust trapezoid model backs up the analysis from the simpler, more rigid, uniform-phase model. The transition parameters give information on the duration of transitions between adjacent phases (Figure 14b). This information was previously not available with a uniform-phase prior.

Figure 14 Probability density functions of the (a) trapezoid boundaries and (b) transitions for the Bronze Age phases, under Equation 4, at 95.4% confidence.
5. SUMMARY

In this paper, we analyzed 2 data sets with the trapezoid model. This model is more appropriate because *a priori* we assume the change in artifact types is non-abrupt. Using the trapezoid model better reflects the nature of the information that goes into the prior.

We also proposed 2 modifications to the trapezoid model: alternative parameterization and the addition of a *UTP*. Interestingly, the new parameters give comparable boundary estimates to the uniform model. One use of the trapezoidal model is for testing the robustness of models previously run under a uniform-phase prior where there was not good justification for the assumption of rapid phase transitions. Inference on the duration of transition between phases can also be drawn, which was not previously available with the uniform-phase model.

Addition of the noninformative *UTP* ensures model flexibility. The timespan of the phase tops ($T$) and the proportion of time spent in transitions ($D$) are uniform between the timespan $S$ of the model, marginally. This poses a bias towards zero in individual transition parameters ($d$). A model without this *UTP* rules out an overall abrupt model. Trapezoidal models for phases of activity are useful for situations where we expect activity to follow the pattern of a gradual increase, then a period of constant activity, and finally a gradual decrease (e.g. in the use of particular pottery types) and also in cases where we want a more robust prior than that provided by the uniform-phase model.
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